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ABSTRACT
Context. The evolution of lithium abundance in cool dwarfs provides a unique probe of nonstandard processes in stellar evolution.
Aims. We investigate the lithium content of young low-mass stars in the 5 Myr old, star forming region NGC 2264 and its relationship with
rotation.
Methods. We combine lithium equivalent width measurements (EW(Li)) from the Gaia-ESO Survey with the determination of rotational periods
from the CSI 2264 survey. We only consider bona fide nonaccreting cluster members to minimize the uncertainties on EW(Li).
Results. We report the existence of a relationship between lithium content and rotation in NGC 2264 at an age of 5 Myr. The Li-rotation connec-
tion is seen over a restricted temperature range (Teff = 3800–4400 K), where fast rotators are Li-rich compared to slow rotators. This correlation
is similar to, albeit of lower amplitude than, the Li-rotation connection previously reported for K dwarfs in the 125 Myr old Pleiades cluster. We
investigate whether the nonstandard pre-main-sequence models developed so far to explain the Pleiades results, which are based on episodic accre-
tion, pre-main-sequence, core-envelope decoupling, and/or radius inflation due to enhanced magnetic activity, can account for early development
of the Li-rotation connection. While radius inflation appears to be the most promising possibility, each of these models has issues. We therefore
also discuss external causes that might operate during the first few Myr of pre-main-sequence evolution, such as planet engulfment and/or steady
disk accretion, as possible candidates for the common origin for Li excess and fast rotation in young low-mass pre-main-sequence stars.
Conclusions. The emergence of a connection between lithium content and rotation rate at such an early age as 5 Myr suggests a complex link
between accretion processes, early angular momentum evolution, and possibly planet formation, which likely impacts early stellar evolution and
has yet to be fully deciphered.
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1. Introduction
Lithium is a sensitive probe of stellar evolution and most impor-
tantly of nonstandard transport processes occurring in the stellar
interiors. Lithium, a fragile element, is burnt at a temperature of
2.5 MK, which corresponds to the temperature at the base of the
convective zone of a solar-mass star on the zero-age main se-
quence (ZAMS; Siess et al. 2000). Hence, lithium is slowly de-
pleted and its surface abundance steadily decreases over time in
solar-type and lower mass stars (e.g., Basri et al. 1991; Martin
et al. 1994; Sestito & Randich 2005; Randich 2010; Jeffries
2014). The rate of this secular evolution may be modified, either
increased or reduced, by so-called nonstandard transport pro-
cesses, such as rotational mixing, internal magnetic fields, grav-
ity waves, or tidal interactions and by structural changes induced
by, for instance, rotation, magnetic activity, metallicity, or accre-
tion (e.g., Pinsonneault et al. 1990; Zahn 1992; Ventura et al.
1998; Piau & Turck-Chièze 2002; Talon & Charbonnel 2005;
Denissenkov 2010; Eggenberger et al. 2012; Théado & Vauclair
2012). These additional processes may vary from star to star, de-
pending on initial conditions and specific evolutionary paths and,
thus, have the potential to produce an enhanced lithium spread
? Full Table 1 is only available at the CDS via anonymous ftp to
cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5) or via
http://cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/qcat?J/A+A/590/A78
in otherwise similar stars at the same age (e.g., Pasquini et al.
2008; Do Nascimento et al. 2010; Ramírez et al. 2012).
In an attempt to relate lithium scatter to other stellar prop-
erties, Soderblom et al. (1993) reported a clear connection be-
tween lithium abundance and rotation rate among the 125 Myr
old Pleiades K dwarfs. The finding that fast rotators were sys-
tematically more Li rich than their slowly rotating counterparts
was the first clear empirical evidence that rotation could indeed
impact the lithium abundance of solar-type stars as early as the
ZAMS stage. This result actually came as a surprise as rotational
mixing from dynamical instabilities was thought to scale with
surface rotation, which would predict fast rotators to be more
lithium-depleted compared to slow rotators (e.g., Pinsonneault
et al. 1989); this trend is opposite to that observed in the Pleiades.
Since then, various ideas have been proposed that could poten-
tially account for the Pleiades Li-rotation connection, including
the impact of initial disk lifetimes on rotational mixing (Bouvier
2008; Eggenberger et al. 2012), and structural changes linked to
magnetic activity (Ventura et al. 1998; Somers & Pinsonneault
2014, 2015) or episodic accretion (Baraffe & Chabrier 2010).
Weaker evidence for a lithium-rotation connection has also been
reported for ages slightly younger than the Pleiades, for exam-
ple, for the 80 Myr old Alpha Per cluster (Randich et al. 1998;
Balachandran et al. 2011) but it is unclear at what age it begins
to develop.
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Tracing the evolving pattern of lithium abundance and its
spread as a function of age offers a unique opportunity to gain
more insight into the fundamental processes occuring in stellar
interiors. Our goal here is to investigate whether the link be-
tween lithium content and rotation may already be present at
an age much earlier than the ZAMS (cf. Martin et al. 1994).
We thus focus on the low-mass stellar population of the young
open cluster NGC 2264 at an age of 3–6 Myr (Mayne & Naylor
2008; Gillen et al. 2014). In order to build a large and homo-
geneous sample of low-mass pre-main-sequence (PMS) stars
in this cluster that allows us to investigate the lithium-rotation
connection at very young ages, we combined two major sur-
veys. We take advantage of: i) precise lithium measurements
(cf. Lanzafame et al. 2015) obtained with VLT/FLAMES for the
low-mass members of NGC 2264 in the framework of the Gaia-
ESO Survey (GES; Gilmore et al. 2012; Randich et al. 2013);
and ii) the derivation of accurate rotational periods (Venuti et al.,
in prep.; see also Affer et al. 2013) from the CoRoT light curves
of the CSI 2264 campaign (Coordinated Synoptic Investigation
of NGC 2264; Cody et al. 2014), which photometrically moni-
tored the NGC 2264 star forming region over 40 days. In Sect. 2,
we describe the sample we built from the combination of these
two surveys. In Sect. 3, we investigate the connection between
lithium and rotation in this sample and report a statistically sig-
nificant relationship between lithium equivalent width (EW(Li))
and rotational period over a limited Teff range. In Sect. 4, we
review how the various scenarios developed to reproduce the
Pleiades lithium scatter may account for its emergence on a
much shorter timescale during the early PMS and consider ex-
ternal factors such as disk accretion and/or planet engulfment as
alternatives as well. The conclusions of this study are given in
Sect. 5.
2. The sample
The sample we use in this study was built by cross-correlating
the CSI 2264 database (Cody et al. 2014) with the fourth in-
ternal data release (iDR4) of the GES. From the former we ex-
tracted photometry, fundamental parameters (mass and radius),
and rotational periods, and from the latter EW(Li), radial and
rotational velocities, and effective temperatures. Specifically, we
first selected all of the stars from CSI 2264 that were classified
either as weak-line (WTTS) or classical T Tauri stars (CTTS) in
Venuti et al. (2014) that also had a measured photometric (rota-
tional) period; we chose most of these stars from Venuti et al.
(in prep.) and some from the literature (Lamm et al. 2004; Affer
et al. 2013). We then cross-correlated this subsample with the
GES database, which yielded 295 objects with a Teff less than
6600 K, of which 217 are WTTS. Of the latter, 16 lacked an
EW(Li) value in the GES iDR4, even though most exhibited a
strong lithium absorption line in their spectrum. Appendix A
provides details on EW(Li) measurements. As explained there,
the lack of internal agreement between EW(Li) values reported
for these stars, mostly due to difficulties in estimating the con-
tinuum level, prevented a recommended value to be defined. We
note that 12 of these sources are M-type stars, and nine are fast
rotators with v sin i larger than 80 km s−1, which might account
for the lack of consistent EW(Li) measurements. Only two of
those stars lie in the 3800–4400 K Teff range, which we discuss
in more detail in Sect. 3 below1, and are therefore unlikely to
affect our results. We are thus left with 201 WTTS with known
1 These are Mon 869 (Teff = 3931 K, v sin i= 12.9 km s−1, and
Mon 1254 (Teff = 4231 K, v sin i= 117.5 km s−1).
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Fig. 1. Lithium equivalent width is plotted as a function of effective
temperature for weak-line T Tauri stars. The average rms error is 200 K
on Teff and 10 mÅ on EW(Li).
stellar parameters, rotational periods, and EW(Li), whose prop-
erties are listed in Table 12. While most of these stars have a
strong membership likelihood, based on photometry, accretion
diagnotics, and/or X-ray emission (see Venuti et al. 2014), upon
further analysis a few were rejected as nonmembers (see Table 1
and next section).
3. Results
Figure 1 shows EW(Li) plotted as a function of effective tem-
perature for the WTTS only. A strong dependency is observed
between EW(Li) and Teff with EW(Li) rapidly increasing to-
ward lower Teff , as previously reported for various young clus-
ters (e.g., Bayo et al. 2011; Jeffries et al. 2014). This trend is
also seen for CTTS (not shown) whose EW(Li) is, however, af-
fected by veiling and, therefore, consistently lower at a given
effective temperature than those of WTTS. The limited accuracy
of veiling measurements makes the derivation of intrinsic, i.e.,
veiling-corrected, EW(Li) for CTTS more uncertain. We there-
fore elected to consider only WTTS for this study and thus con-
centrate on the 201 nonaccreting sources in the sample. As is
apparent from Fig. 1, nine of these have a EW(Li) that is sig-
nificantly smaller than expected for their Teff . Of these, eight
also have discrepant radial velocities relative to the average3
(〈Vrad〉 = 19.8 ± 2.5 km s−1; Jackson et al. 2016) of the cluster.
We rejected those nine sources as likely nonmembers4 and this
leaves us with 192 WTTS to investigate further for their lithium
content.
Figure 2 highlights the lower Teff range, from 3300 K to
5000 K, which is shown in Fig. 1. The color code scales with
rotational period, which for stars in our sample ranges from less
2 Even though the GES iDR4 release provides Lithium abundances
for this subsample, we prefer to use EW(Li) because uncertainties on
the stellar parameters, mostly on Teff , do not propagate on EW(Li) (ex-
cept for line blends, cf. Appendix A), while they do on abundances.
Moreover, EW(Li) is directly measured on the spectra while abun-
dances are model dependent.
3 These are (in order of decreasing Teff and with Vrad given in km s−1
within parentheses): Mon 1292 (28.3), 661 (0.0), 38 (13.6), 1282 (10.6),
560 (4.1), 351 (27.0), 411(27.1), 160 (31.7).
4 The ninth source we reject is Mon 1115 (Teff = 4833 K) which, in
spite of its low EW(Li) = 75 mÅ, has Vrad = 18.3 km s−1 that is consis-
tent with the average of the cluster, as well as a high v sin i= 30 km s−1
for its K6 spectral type, a sign of youth. It therefore deserves further
membership analysis.
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Fig. 2. Lithium equivalent width is plotted as a function of effective
temperature for weak-line T Tauri stars. The decreasing EW(Li) trend
toward higher Teff continues up to 6600 K (cf. Fig. 1). The color scale
is representative of the rotational period, and is limited up to eight days
to maximize the contrast (see the scale on the right side of the panel in
units of days).
than 1 day up to more than 12 days. The figure reveals signifi-
cant lithium scatter over some effective temperature ranges. This
is most notably the case for Teff ≤ 3800 K, i.e., M-type stars.
EW(Li) is notoriously difficult to measure in such cool stars, as
the line is located in deep TiO absorption bands. We therefore
cannot exclude that the lithium measurement error is underes-
timated for the very low-mass stars in our sample and could at
least in part account for the enhanced Li scatter over this tem-
perature range.
Such an explanation, however, cannot hold for K stars where
the stellar continuum is relatively flat around the Li 6708 Å
line. Its equivalent width can thus be easily and accurately mea-
sured at the spectral resolution of VLT/Flames (cf. Appendix A).
Interestingly, over the temperature range from about 3800 K up
to about 4400 K (SpT∼K4–M0), Fig. 2 shows that fast rotators
tend to lie on the upper part of the EW(Li)-Teff sequence, while
many of the slow rotators lie on the lower part of it. This sug-
gests that the lithium scatter seen over this temperature range
could be linked with the rotational properties of the stars. In
Appendices A and B we argue that this scatter does not result
from a rotation-induced bias in the measurement of EW(Li) nor
from intrinsic EW(Li) variability. We further note that this cor-
relation is not seen at lower Teff , below 3800 K.
In order to put the above statement on a firmer quantitative
ground, we proceeded as follows. Figure 3 shows EW(Li) as a
function of Teff over the 3800–4400 K range with a symbol size
proportional to the angular velocity, Ω ∝ 1/Prot. This subsam-
ple includes 62 WTTS with accurate EW(Li) measurements and
robust period determinations5. A similar figure is obtained when
the symbol size is taken to be proportional to Veq = 2piR?/Prot,
where R? is the stellar radius taken from Venuti et al. (2014).
The trend of increasing EW(Li) toward lower Teff is clearly seen
(cf. also Fig. 1) and we assume it is linear in the restricted Teff
range considered here to obtain
EW(Li)lsq/mÅ = −Teff/14.41 K + 857 mÅ
from a linear least-squares fit. We then compute the EW(Li)
residuals relative to the fit as
δEW(Li) = EW(Li) − EW(Li)lsq.
5 We discarded two stars in this Teff range, namely Mon 1015 and
Mon 1236, as they exhibit multiple periods.
Fig. 3. Lithium equivalent width is plotted as a function of effective tem-
perature for weak-line T Tauri stars over the Teff range 3800–4400 K.
The symbol size is proportional to the angular velocity (1/Prot).
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Fig. 4. Top panel: EW(Li) residuals are plotted as a function of rota-
tional period. The symbol size is proportional to Teff . Lower left panel:
rotational period distribution of Li-excess (thick red) and Li-deficient
(shaded black) stars. Lower right panel: cumulative distribution of ro-
tational periods for Li-excess (thick red) and Li-deficient (thin black)
stars.
In the following, we refer to “Li excess” stars as those that have
a positive δEW(Li), and to “Li deficient” stars as those with a
negative δEW(Li).
Figure 4 shows δEW(Li) plotted as a function of rotational
period. An overall trend is seen for the Li excess to be pref-
erentially associated with fast rotators (short rotational periods),
while Li-deficient stars appear to be present at all but the shortest
periods. Histograms of the rotational distributions of Li-excess
and Li-deficient stars are also shown in Fig. 4. The Li-deficient
stars exhibit a broad distribution over the 2–11 d period range,
while the Li-excess stars appear to concentrate at periods shorter
than 5 d. As a check, a two-sided Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was
run on the rotational distributions of Li-excess and Li-deficient
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stars. The test returns a probabilty of 4×10−3 for the two samples
to be drawn from the same parental population6,7.
4. Discussion
The results reported above suggest that a relationship exists be-
tween the lithium content and spin rate of young stars at an age as
early as 5 Myr, where faster rotators are more lithium rich. The
lithium-rotation connection is best seen for NGC 2264 members
spanning the Teff range from about 3800 K to 4400 K, which
corresponds to a mass range of 0.5–1.2 M at that age (Siess
et al. 2000). This encompasses the mass range over which a simi-
lar lithium-rotation relationship has previously been reported for
the 125 Myr old Pleiades dwarfs, as more rapidly rotating K stars
are more lithium rich than slow rotating K stars (Soderblom et al.
1993). A variety of ideas have been put forward to account for
the lithium-rotation connection at the age of the Pleiades on the
ZAMS. In this section, we examine whether any of the proposed
scenarios is consistent with the appearance of the Li-rotation re-
lationship indeed occuring much earlier in time during the PMS,
or whether there is a need to seek alternative explanations.
The lithium equivalent width of fast rotators in NGC 2264
is on the order of 600 mÅ over the Teff range from 4000 to
4400 K (cf. Fig. 3). According to the local thermodynamic
equilibrium (LTE) curves of growth published by Soderblom
et al. (1993), and in agreement with lithium abundances re-
ported for these stars in the GES internal data release, this cor-
responds to a lithium abundance of A[Li] ' 3.0–3.2 dex8. This
suggests that fast rotators have almost no lithium depletion at
the age of NGC 2264 compared to the meteoritic abundance
(Soderblom et al. 1999). The lower EW(Li) of slow rotators
over the same temperature range, amounting to around 530 mÅ
on average, translates to a lithium abundance of A[Li] = 2.8–
3.0 dex, i.e., about 0.2 dex less than that of fast rotators. The
models by Baraffe et al. (2015) indeed predict a 0.12–0.25 dex
lithium depletion relative to initial abundances for stars over this
Teff range at 5 Myr. Over the same Teff range, the models by
Siess et al. (2000) also predict significant lithium burning with
δ[Li] ∼ 0.05–0.20 dex at this age. Assuming an age of 5 Myr for
the cluster (Gillen et al. 2014), these models would then suggest
that slow rotators behave as expected, while fast rotators have
apparently been prevented from depleting lithium. However, as-
suming an age of 3 Myr for the cluster (Mayne & Naylor 2008),
the same models would suggest instead that fast rotators are Li
undepleted as expected for this younger age, while slow rotators
have undergone enhanced lithium depletion. Moreover, PMS
lithium depletion, as predicted by standard evolutionary mod-
6 A Spearman rank test (Press et al. 1992) yields a correlation coeffi-
cient of ρ = −0.50 with a significance of level σ = 2.9 × 10−5, which
indicates a highly significant correlation between δEW(Li) and Prot.
7 The outlier in Figs. 3 and 4 is Mon 910 (Teff = 3806 K,
EW(Li) = 503.6 mÅ, Prot = 2.58 d). Its EW(Li) is lower than that
of other cluster members of the same Teff , which might indicate that
Mon 910 is a slightly older star unrelated to the cluster. Besides, it lies
at the edge of the temperature domain considered here. We checked that
excluding this object from the sample does not affect the significance re-
sults (the KS probability becomes 7×10−3), although it does change the
EW(Li)–Teff least-squares fit and thus the actual δEW(Li) values.
8 Non-LTE corrections depend on the temperature, gravity, and
Li abundance itself (see, e.g., Lind et al. 2009, and refs. therein), but,
generally, for cool stars at solar metallicity the corrections are small
(≤0.1 dex) and negative, i.e., non-LTE abundances are slightly lower
than LTE abundances. Hence the maximum abundances measured in
NGC 2264 would be consistent with the meteoritic abundance.
els, is highly sensitive to the physics included in the model, most
notably the treatment of convection (e.g., Jeffries 2014). Hence,
any model-based prediction of lithium abundances as a function
of mass and age in the PMS is subject to those uncertainties, and
they are very sensitive to the assumed cluster age.
An immediate interpretation of the lithium scatter would be
to assign it to a corresponding age spread among the stars in our
subsample (e.g., Palla et al. 2005; Zwintz et al. 2014). According
to the models by Baraffe et al. (2015), the required age spread
would be of the order of 2–3 Myr, which is a significant fraction
of the cluster age. It is notoriously difficult to measure individual
ages for young stars (e.g., Soderblom et al. 2014). Nevertheless,
following Venuti et al. (2014), we checked EW(Li) against the
age values they report for our subsample and against the location
of the same stars in the HR diagram and their spatial distribu-
tion over the star forming region. None of these checks provided
any evidence for an age spread bearing responsibility for the ob-
served Li scatter. In addition, it could be expected that the older
WTTS have spun up to faster rates than the younger WTTS. This
would then result in a lower lithium content in faster rotators
with an age effect alone, which is a trend that is opposite to the
lithium-rotation relationship reported here. Hence, a significant
age spread among the cluster members would tend to minimize
the observed lithium spread. Although larger samples and better
individual age estimates are clearly needed to fully tackle this
issue, we discuss alternative scenarios below.
Soderblom et al. (1993) reported lithium measurements for
about 100 F, G, and K dwarfs in the Pleiades. They confirmed the
large lithium abundance spread, most notably seen in K dwarfs
where it amounts to 1–1.5 dex. Within this spread, they showed
that the fastest rotators showed the largest lithium abundances
(see also Butler et al. 1987). They investigated effects that could
possibly impact on the lithium abundance determination, such as
chromospheric activity and/or stellar spots, and concluded that
they cannot account for their results (see also Favata et al. 1995;
King et al. 2010). They thus claimed that the connection between
excess Li and rapid rotation is real and clearly present among
Pleiades low-mass stars on the ZAMS. While this early result
raised fundamental issues regarding the PMS lithium depletion
history of cool dwarfs and its relationship with angular momen-
tum evolution, no satisfactory explanation could be offered at
that time.
Since then, Baraffe & Chabrier (2010) revisited the issue of
PMS lithium depletion in the framework of episodic accretion.
They showed that repeated accretion bursts during the early PMS
can modify the internal structure of young low-mass stars in such
a way as to enhance their central temperature, hence increas-
ing the lithium depletion rate. Indeed, their model predicts that
episodic accretion onto an initial protostellar seed of 10 Jupiter
masses, which eventually produces a solar-mass star, would fully
deplete lithium in less than 1 Myr. In contrast, standard nonac-
creting models would preserve most of the initial lithium con-
tent for several Myr (e.g., Siess et al. 2000). Hence, a coeval
young stellar population may exhibit a significant dispersion in
lithium content at a few Myr, depending on the specific accre-
tion history of its members. As noted in Baraffe & Chabrier
(2010), this model prediction heavily relies on the assumptions
of a very low-mass protostellar seed combined with a low spe-
cific entropy for the accreted material. For a larger initial seed
and/or a higher fraction of internal accretion energy that is ab-
sorbed by the protostar, the lithium depletion rate is similar to
that of nonaccreting models. Indeed, these assumptions are chal-
lenged by the lack of a significant scatter observed in the lithium
abundances of the accreting populations of the Orion Nebula
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Cluster and NGC 2264 (Sergison et al. 2013). We cannot to-
tally exclude a different accretion history for the subsample of
NGC 2264 low-mass members investigated here. However, the
lithium-rotation link reported here would additionally call for a
direct impact of episodic accretion onto angular momentum evo-
lution. More specifically, to recover the enhanced lithium deple-
tion rate in slowly rotating stars, one would have to assume that
accretion bursts also yield lower spin rates at a few Myr. This is
somewhat paradoxical, as violent accretion bursts are expected
to spin the central star up, although it must be acknowledged
that the spin evolution of young eruptive stars remains uncertain
(e.g., Popham 1996).
A more direct link between PMS lithium depletion and angu-
lar momentum evolution has been suggested by Bouvier (2008).
Recent models of PMS spin evolution indicate that the outer
convective envelope of contracting young stars is held at nearly
constant angular velocity for a few Myr through its magnetic
coupling with the circumstellar disk (e.g., Gallet & Bouvier
2013). As the inner radiative core develops, unimpeded by ex-
ternal braking torques, differential rotational sets in between the
fast radiative core and the slower outer convective envelope. In
turn, the internal angular velocity gradient promotes increased
rotational mixing, which results in an enhanced lithium deple-
tion. The models predict that slow rotators remain coupled to
their disk for a longer period of time and therefore experience a
larger differential rotation than fast rotators (cf. Gallet & Bouvier
2015). The former are thus expected to reach the ZAMS with a
lower lithium content than the latter, as observed in the Pleiades.
Whether this process is able to account for the development of
the lithium-rotation connection at an age as early as 5 Myr is,
however, unclear. Nonaccreting stellar evolution models predict
that a 0.8 M star starts to develop a radiative core at about 3 Myr
(Siess et al. 2000; Baraffe et al. 2015). At 5 Myr, the models by
Baraffe et al. (2015) predict that stars less massive than 0.6 M
are still fully convective while stars in the mass range from 0.7
to 1.0 M have a radiative core whose mass increases from 5 to
30%, respectively, of the stellar mass, and whose radius extends
from about 20 to 40% of the stellar radius9. Hence, over the Teff
range investigated here, only the more massive WTTS may pos-
sess a significant radiative core at the assumed age of NGC 2264.
It therefore remains to be seen whether a prolonged disk brak-
ing phase lasting a few Myr may effectively produce the level of
lithium dispersion observed here for NGC 2264 low-mass mem-
bers on a timescale as short as 5 Myr (see Eggenberger et al.
2012)10. Nevertheless, we note that the amplitude of the lithium
scatter increases from a mere 20% in NGC 2264 (see Sect. 2)
to a factor of 6 in the Pleiades (Soderblom et al. 1993). Hence,
the long-lasting core-envelope decoupling process triggered by
extended disk lifetime in the early PMS may still play a central
role during the late PMS stage in widening the initially modest
lithium dispersion up to the ZAMS.
A more subtle link between rotational evolution and lithium
depletion during the PMS was recently advocated by Somers
& Pinsonneault (2014), based on an earlier suggestion by King
et al. (2010). Following models by, Chabrier et al. (2007) among
others, Somers & Pisonneault argue that the strong magnetic
fields of young stars partly inhibit the convective energy trans-
port and therefore lead to inflated radii. In turn, an enhanced
9 Similar figures arise from models by Siess et al. (2000).
10 P. Eggenberger kindly ran a 0.8 M rotating model with the same
assumptions as the 1 M model published in Eggenberger et al. (2012)
and obtained similar results, namely an insignificant impact of enhanced
rotational mixing upon lithium depletion at an age of 5 Myr.
radius results in a lower temperature at the bottom of the con-
vective zone and therefore reduces the rate of lithium burn-
ing. These authors further argue that, if magnetic field strength
scales with rotation in young low-mass stars, fast rotators have
the most inflated radius and therefore only experience reduced
lithium burning. Hence, the Li excess observed in fast rotators
by the Pleiades age would ultimately result from the impact of
dynamo-generated magnetic fields scaling with rotation rate onto
the PMS stellar structure. The models by Somers & Pinsonneault
(2014) predict a slight depletion of lithium abundances already
occurring at 6 Myr over the Teff range investigated here with
a dispersion of about 0.4 dex, i.e., of similar magnitude as or
even slightly larger than observed here for NGC 2264 (see their
Fig. 18). We note, however, that the assumption of a magnetic
field strength scaling with rotation rate might not hold during
the PMS. While this relationship is well established for main-
sequence dwarfs (e.g. Petit et al. 2008; Donati & Landstreet
2009), PMS stars, slow and fast rotators alike, appear to lie in
a “saturated” magnetic activity regime at low Rossby numbers
(Gregory et al. 2012; Donati et al. 2013). Hence, PMS low-mass
stars may have an inflated radius due to enhanced magnetic ac-
tivity compared to mature dwarfs (Jackson et al. 2016). However,
the relationship between radius inflation, magnetic strength, and
spin rate during the PMS, which is a central assumption indeed
for this scenario to hold, is still a matter of debate (see Somers
& Pinsonneault 2015). We empirically tested whether we could
find any correlation between X-ray luminosity and rotation (E.
Flaccomio, priv. comm.) or between the amplitude of variability
and rotation (Venuti et al., in prep.) in our subsample of WTTS;
we found no correlation that would support a clear relationship
between rotation and either coronal emission or spottedness in
this subsample (see also Messina et al. 2003; Argiroffi et al.
2016).
Finally, since none of the above scenarios is totally exempt
from difficulties in explaining how a lithium-rotation connection
may appear in low-mass PMS stars at an age of 5 Myr, we have
to contemplate other possibilities and envision in particular fac-
tors extrinsic to the stars, such as accretion of fresh lithium from
the circumstellar disk or through planet engulfment. The age of
the NGC 2264 cluster is similar to the average lifetime of accre-
tion disks around young low-mass stars (Bell et al. 2013). Hence,
a fraction of stars in our sample must have lost their disk very re-
cently. According to Vasconcelos & Bouvier (2015) Monte Carlo
simulations, nonaccreting stars at 5 Myr span the whole range of
rotational periods from less than 2 days up to 15 days. Slowly
rotating nonaccreting stars lost their disks only recently and had
no time to spin up yet, while fast rotating WTTS lost their disks
earlier and have already had time to spin up under contraction.
Fast rotating WTTS are thus more evolved than slow rotating
WTTS, at least in terms of disk evolution. If fresh lithium could
be provided to the star from the disk during the steady accre-
tion phase while the star is still fully convective, one would then
expect a slowly rotating WTTS that had a prolonged disk accre-
tion phase to exhibit higher lithium content11. This is opposite
from what is actually observed. Alternatively, if the disk dis-
sipation is somehow linked to planet formation, young plane-
tary systems around WTTS might already be in the process of
early dynamical evolution (e.g., Albrecht et al. 2012). Random
gravitational encounters may then promote dynamical ejections
and, eventually, planet engulfment by the central star that would
11 In contrast, when accretion of heavy material occurs once the star
has settled on the ZAMS, it promotes lithium depletion (cf. Théado &
Vauclair 2012).
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then gain angular momentum (Bolmont et al. 2012; Bouvier &
Cébron 2015) and be replenished in lithium, albeit at a very mod-
est rate for fully convective stars unless a significant amount of
Li-rich planetary material is accreted. Admittedly, this interpre-
tation is bound to remain speculative until we better understand
how planetary systems form and evolve around young stars.
5. Conclusions
We report here a connection between lithium content and rota-
tion rate for low-mass members of the 5 Myr old NGC 2264
cluster over a restricted Teff range from 3800 K to 4400 K. The
amplitude of the EW(Li) scatter over this Teff range is about
20%, i.e., much smaller than the lithium dispersion reported for
K-dwarfs in the 125 Myr old Pleiades cluster, which amounts
to a factor of six. The relationship between lithium content and
rotation nevertheless goes in the same direction, where fast rota-
tors are more Li rich than slow rotators. This strongly suggests
that a lithium-rotation connection is already established early on
during PMS evolution and continues to grow further up to the
ZAMS. Among the nonstandard evolutionary models developed
so far to account for a lithium-rotation connection in low-mass
dwarfs, those calling for a reduced lithium depletion rate during
the PMS, as a result of radius inflation linked to fast rotation and
magnetic activity, may prove the most able to account for the re-
sults reported here. Yet, the long-lasting impact of disk lifetime
on the internal rotation profile of young solar-type stars may also
contribute to the large lithium scatter observed on the ZAMS and
beyond.
None of these models is without difficulties and external fac-
tors cannot be excluded at this point, such as the prompt in-
jection of fresh lithium to the star by either disk accretion or
planet engulfment. The evidence we report here for a rapidly
increasing lithium scatter as a function of age, from the early
PMS to the ZAMS, is very reminiscent of the observed widening
of the angular momentum distribution of low-mass stars during
this phase. Hence, the existence of a lithium-rotation connec-
tion in low-mass stars at 5 Myr may be indicative of an intimate
link between accretion history, planet formation, and early an-
gular momentum evolution, which is a complex interplay indeed
whose breadth and underlying physics remain to be fully deci-
phered. As additional lithium measurements become available
for other young clusters from the Gaia-ESO Survey and rota-
tional period distributions are derived from continuous photo-
metric monitoring, it will be most interesting to trace the origin
and development of the lithium scatter and its relationship with
rotation along PMS evolution from a few Myr up to the ZAMS.
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Appendix A: Lithium equivalent width
measurements in NGC 2264
As described in Lanzafame et al. (2015), the Gaia-ESO PMS
analysis makes use of three independent methods to derive
EW(Li) from the GIRAFFE spectra12. In order to improve fur-
ther the reliability of the final recommended EW(Li), a robust
average procedure was introduced in iDR4 for deriving the fi-
nal recommended values from the independent measurements13.
Hence, the final recommended EW(Li) for NGC 2264 have a
median standard deviation of 10 mÅ, in which 99% of the values
have an estimated precision better than 6%. We further checked
this estimate by analyzing a subsample of 12 stars, over the
Teff range 3800–4440 K, which were observed repeatedly on a
timescale of several weeks. Each of these sources has at least
20 FLAMES spectra in the ESO archive and EW(Li) was mea-
sured on each spectrum. The results indicate an average rms dis-
persion around the mean of 5–6 mÅ, in agreement with the above
estimate.
The contribution of lines blended with Li (6707.84 Å) in
the GIRAFFE spectra is estimated by a spectral synthesis us-
ing Spectroscopy Made Easy (SME; Valenti & Piskunov 1996)
with MARCS model atmospheres as input, taking the stellar Teff ,
log g, and [Fe/H] into account. Blends are estimated on a wave-
length range of 1 Å centered on the Li (6707.84 Å) line, then
subtracted from the raw EW(Li). Since v sin i is not taken into
account as of yet, further lines can in principle contribute to the
measured EW(Li) for sufficiently fast rotating stars, which can
introduce a bias. In order to estimate such a bias at increasing
v sin i, we have taken a dozen HR15N spectra of young stars
with S/N ≈ 60, 400 ≤ EW(Li) ≤ 500 mÅ, 3800≤Teff ≤ 4400 K,
and v sin i< 20 km s−1, convolved them with rotational broaden-
ing kernels to simulate the effect of increasing rotation veloc-
ity, measured EW(Li) in each of them, and compared the re-
sults with the original spectra. The results are summarized in
Fig. A.1. Differences with the original spectrum, ∆EW(Li), re-
main less than the median standard deviation in NGC 2264 up
to v sin i≈ 80 km s−1 and become increasingly significant only
above this value, where we have only five NGC 2264 mem-
bers in the sample considered here. Furthermore, we estimate
that only the presence of a significant fraction of stars with
v sin i> 100 km s−1 would introduce a bias in the observed distri-
bution of EW(Li) versus rotation, but indeed only one NGC 2264
member in our sample lies in this range. Figure A.1 also shows
that, in some cases, for 20< v sin i< 50 km s−1 the EW(Li) mea-
surement can actually be slightly less than the original measure-
ment, but still within the typical standard deviation, since the
merging of lines due to the rotational broadening can lead to a
small underestimation of the local continuum.
12 These methods are the direct profile integration available in the
IRAF-splot procedure (OACT node), DAOSPEC (Stetson & Pancino
2008, OAPA node), and a semiautomatic IDL procedure specifically
developed for the Gaia-ESO by the Arcetri node.
13 In iDR4 at least two of the independent measurements must be avail-
able before combining the results into the final recommended value
(A. C. Lanzafame, priv. comm.). When three measurements are avail-
able, the outlier-resistant mean procedure resistant_mean in the
IDL Astronomy Library (http://idlastro.gsfc.nasa.gov) with
3σ outlier rejection is used. When two measurements are available, they
are averaged only if they differ by less then 2σ¯, where σ¯ is the mean
of the uncertainties of the individual measurements; otherwise no final
recommended value is given.
Fig. A.1. Differences in EW(Li) measurements between artificially
broadened spectra and the original spectra for a selected sample of stars
(see text for details). The dotted line indicates the approximate distance
between the Li-excess and Li-deficient distributions.
We therefore conclude that the systematic differences in
the rotation distribution of Li-excess and Li-deficient stars in
NGC 2264 cannot be due to such a bias.
Appendix B: Lithium equivalent width intrinsic
variability
We investigate here how intrinsic EW(Li) variability could im-
pact our results. The first evidence for the rotational modulation
EW(Li) on spotted low-mass stars was reported by Robinson
et al. (1986). They observed an increased EW(Li) when the
star was fainter, i.e., at maximum spot visibility. The EW(Li)
enhancement in spotted areas was already documented well in
the case of the Sun (Giampapa 1984). However, there are also
cases when the EW(Li) dependence on the spottedness level is
observed only at some epochs, e.g., V410 Tau (Fernandez &
Miranda 1998), but is absent at other epochs (see Basri et al.
1991). Also, spectroscopic monitoring of some active stars in the
Pleiades revealed no significant Li variations (Pallavicini et al.
1993; Jeffries 1999). This nonunivocal behavior suggests that ad-
ditional factors other than spots can play a role in the observed
EW(Li) variations.
The amplitude of the EW(Li) rotational modulation is gen-
erally of a few percent. Messina et al. (in prep.) measured
EW(Li) variations in a sample of 18 low-mass stars over the
age range from 6 Myr to the Pleiades age. The EW(Li) vari-
ations were measured in all stars over up to three consecutive
years. When present, EW(Li) variations were found to correlate
with both photometric variations and chromospheric activity in-
dices (e.g., Ca II H&K) with enhanced EW(Li) corresponding
to light curve minimum and maximum chromospheric intensity.
None of these EW(Li) variations exceeded 5%. We therefore
conclude that, while the NGC 2264 low-mass members may well
undergo intrinsic EW(Li) variations, the increased lithium scat-
ter to be expected remains small compared to the amplitude of
the lithium-rotation connection reported here. Hence, intrinsic
EW(Li) variations are unlikely to affect our results.
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